Environmental Policy
eee2018

Preface
In a world constantly reminding us of our responsibility towards society, it is easy to
forget about our common responsibility towards both ourselves and each other.
Sustainability is not something that just happens. It needs to be created, shaped
and preserved by individuals for individuals, just like democracy.
Furthermore I believe that we have the tools to create our own sustainable future,
the only thing we need to find is a little bit of courage to start. But like so many great
things that have been created on our earth, when we come together and engage for
tomorrow we can do more than on our own.

”The greatest threat to our planet is the belief
that someone else will save it.”
-Robert Swan
Author, Entrepreneur, Polar expert

Pernilla Eriksson
HR & Sustainability Coordinator
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Vision
In order to contribute to a sustainable world and more sustainable relations,
the eeeDays will commit whole-hearted eﬀorts towards environmental
responsibility. We are committed to minimising the environmental impact on
all levels of our organisation, and continuing to maintain all progress made in
the area. It is of great importance that we create a climate where companies
and students find the inspiration to contribute to a green future.
The eeeDays aims to achieve this through a commitment to our common
vision, which includes:
- Combining the economic and ecological aspects
- Minimising and eliminating our ecological footprint in the framework of
our organisation
- Integrating the consideration of environmental concerns into our
decision making and activities
- Encouraging and motivating all interests to contribute towards a green
future
- Purchasing green products and services as well as locally produced
food to every extent possible
- Minimising and zeroing our waste by recycling or reusing
- Minimising our energy usage and eliminating our use of non-renewable
resources
- Yearly establishing of specific goals and action plans for every
committee position
- Measuring our impact and ecological footprint in order to regularly
create an environmental report
- Complying with established Swedish laws, regulations and
environmental legislation
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Goals

Information
Using Ipads instead of
printing CV to the
greatest possible extent
Not throw away
leftovers
Not using plastic mugs
at the career interviews
Recycling stations at
the exits

Sustainability
Establish an environmental
policy
Environmental stations at
the fair
Integrate the environmental
aspect in every area of the
fair
Climate compensations

Company Relations
Invite companies with a
sustainable profile
Measure how many of the
companies that work with
sustainability

Marketing
Digital marketing
Begin the development of
an app
Start the process of
digitalising the eeeBook
Present environmental
work in app and on
website
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Goals

Fair

Sponsoring

Include water stations and
recycling stations at the fair

Fifteen percent companies that are
completely sustainable

Visible environmental
changes

To the greatest extent, get sustainable
and locally produced spots
Recycling stations in all lounges
Get at least five water stations
Vegetarian, vegan, lactose-free,
gluten-free alternatives in the lounges

Communications

Finance

Digital marketing

Encourage sustainable
decisions in relation to
economic aspects

Begin the development of an
app
Start the process of
digitalising the eeeBook
Present environmental work in
app and on website

Hybrid cars and more
sustainable fuels
Fill the transportation cars
when transporting company
representatives
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Goals

Event

Human Relations

Vegetarian food at all events

Educate committee, task
force and staﬀ on
sustainability

More then half of the
decorations should be of
recycled material

Vegan lunches

Integrate more vegetation
Use LED lightning to the
greatest extent
Inform attendees about the
sustainable events

Speakers
Speakers and debates about
sustainability
Environmental speakers gifts
Vegetarian food or locally
produced meat at all lectures
Half of the decorations should
be sustainable
Recycling stations
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Action Plan

Information

Minimising paper usage by digitalise the CV:s used during
career interviews.
Leftovers during the career interviews should be to the
greatest extent reused during another event or recycled.
Instead of using plastic mugs, paper mugs or better
alternatives should be used.
In order to make people recycle their last trash before they
leave the fair will recycling stations will be installed at the
exits.

Sustainability

In order to link all the areas of the fair environmental
work should an environmental policy for eee2018 be
established.
Diﬀerent environmental stations connected to the
sustainable aspects will further integrate the aspects
into the fair.
Establish the possibility for companies visiting the fair to
climate compensate.

Company Relations

Invite companies with a sustainability profile or
sustainable innovations to further inspire student visiting
the fair.
Measure how many of the visiting companies that work
with sustainability and how the students look at this for
the fairs of the next years.
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Action Plan
Marketing

In order to minimise the use of paper most of the
marketing should be done by using digital tools.
To further develop the fair in terms of digitalisation and
accessibility the development of an app should begin.
Instead of printing the eeebook on an equal scale as
before most of the books should be digital in an app.
To show and make our environmental work accessible for
extern interests should our work should be presented in a
future app and on our website.

Fair

To create a more environmental friendly fair, water stations
should be installed at the fair in order to not use water
bottles.
Recycling stations should be installed and be visible at
the fair to make people recycle to a greater extent.
In order to make people feel the changes made in the
environmental area should the fair team work with as well
visualise these changes for the visiting students.

Sponsoring

The sponsoring companies should to the greatest extent
provide sustainable and locally produced products, but fifteen
percent besides these must be fully sustainable.
The lounges recycling stations should be well integrated and
provide recycling bins that matches the garbage materials.
Be sponsored with at least five water stations in order to
remove the sponsoring on water bottles.
Oﬀer vegetarian, vegan, lactose free, gluten free alternatives in
the lounges to adapt to our visitors and a more sustainable
food consumption.

Communications

In order to minimise the use of paper most of the
marketing should be done by using digital tools.
To further develop the fair in terms of digitalisation and
accessibility the development of an app should begin.
Instead of printing the eeeBook on an equal scale as
before most of the books should be digital in an app.
To show and make our environmental work accessible for
extern interests our work should be presented in a future
app and on our website.
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Action Plan
Finance

As the last stop for financial decisions the finance
coordinator should combine the economical, social and
environmental aspect in each decision made in the area.
To reduce our emissions when transporting, alternatives
as hybrid cars or electric cars should be used.
To minimise the traveling distance the cars should be
filled with as many people they can take.

Event

The meals and food that are served at diﬀerent events
should all be vegetarian to minimise the environmental
impact from meat.
In order to not buy as much new materials for
decorations at least half of the materials used should be
recycled materials from for example second hand shops
or donations from companies.
To integrate the nature and use natural decorations
should some of the decorations should be made by
plants in diﬀerent forms that are locally produced.
To minimise the electricity used at the events LED
lightning should be used to the greatest extent.
At the events the environmental aspect should be
presented to inform people about the actions taken.

Human relations

In order to inform and educate the people working with
the eeeproject, these should be educated in how to look
at and work with the sustainable aspects.
The lunches that will be served during the days of the fair
should be either vegan or vegetarian to minimise the
impact from meat.

Speakers

Some speakers or commentators should have a
background working with sustainability or have a lecture
including the aspects combined with other areas.
The speakers´ gifts should be connected to a good
environmental impact.
The food during the lectures should be vegetarian or
locally produced to minimise the impact from meat.
Half of the decorations used at the lectures should be
used by recycled or sustainable materials.
The lectures should have integrated recycling stations to
create a good recycling behaviour.

